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There Was Music Amidst the Misery:  

Holocaust Art Offers a R
By Seth Shapiro

Mina Miller, a pianist and musicologist, 
was in the midst of planning a Seattle 
concert to commemorate the 60th 

anniversary of Kristallnacht, the Night of Broken 
Glass, to take place in November 1998. Put 
together “on a shoestring” budget, Miller initially 
conceived of the concert as a one-time affair. 

This fall, Music of Remembrance (MOR)—
the name Miller gave to the organization that 
grew out of the first concert—has kicked off its 
15th season this November, on the 75th anni-
versary of Kristallnacht. Clearly, just one concert 
didn’t suffice.

When Miller set out to commemorate the 60th 
anniversary, the concert she organized was about 
commemorating both the loss the Holocaust rep-
resents and remembering the lives of its victims. 

The Nazi pogrom—called Kristallnacht 
because of the sound of shattering glass as Ger-
man storm troopers and civilians destroyed Jew-
ish-owned stores, homes and synagogues—took 
place Nov. 9 and 10, 1938. Over the two days, 
more than a thousand synagogues were destroyed; 

tens of thousands of Jewish shops and homes 
lay in ruins; more than 30,000 Jewish men were 
arrested and sent to concentration camps; and 91 
Jews lay dead. And this was just the beginning of 
the overwhelming loss that would impact Europe 
and the Jewish people for generations.

Miller’s parents were among the fortunate ones 
to escape; they left Lithuania for the United States 
in 1939. Thus, she felt a deep connection to the 
Holocaust. Relatives on both sides of her family 
had been murdered by the Nazis. Her parents 
would regularly put ads in the Jewish Forward, 
desperately trying to track down lost family mem-
bers. But, Miller says, “There was no one to find.” 

 “Our mission is related to remembering 
Holocaust musicians and their art,” Miller 
says. Today, Music of Remembrance and other 
organizations are devoted to rediscovering and 
promoting the music composed by victims of 
the Holocaust. They are seeking to preserve 
the memories—and perhaps restore the lega-
cies—of some of the artistically talented Jews 
and non-Jews victimized by the Nazis and help 
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eminder of Life and Loss
cultivate a new way of perceiving and under-
standing the tragedy.

“I truly think that most people have a very 
clichéd view of what the Holocaust is about,” 
says Yehudit Shendar, deputy director and 
senior art curator at Yad Vashem, the Holo-
caust memorial and museum in Jerusalem. 
“The reality is much more interesting, much 
more multilayered.” Shendar says standard 
images of emaciated bodies and barbed wire are 
what most people associate with the Holocaust. 
But, the horror and degradation only represent 
one reality of life in the camps. Amidst the 
inhumane conditions, music was still being 
played and art being created. 

Many of the Jews rounded up by the Nazis and 
confined to ghettos or deported to concentration 
camps were talented musicians and artists. And, 
many of them discovered the means to continue 
their artistic endeavors, even under Nazi internment.

“People are astonished to learn that there was 
music that was created under such a horrific situa-
tion,” Miller says. 

To many, the fact that victims of the Nazis were 
capable of creating in the presence of such despair 
represents the triumph of the human spirit, some-
thing “very analogous to Anne Frank’s diary,” says 
Paul Wolpe, the director of the Center for Ethics 
at Emory University in Atlanta. “Within terrible 
circumstances, captivity and torture, human 
beings were still creators, were still fecund.”

Over the last several years, Wolpe has tried to 
bring the collection of Francesco Lotoro—an Ital-
ian musicologist who has discovered more than 
4,000 of pieces of music composed by individuals 
held in Nazi internment camps—to a library at 
Emory. Though still lacking the funds neces-
sary before it can be brought to Atlanta, Wolpe 
believes the collection needs a permanent home 
where it can be properly preserved.  

Lotoro’s collection includes music written by 
Jewish victims of the Holocaust as well as gypsies, 
homosexuals, political prisoners and others 
interned by the Nazis during World War II. He 
has gone into debt as he continues to search for 
lost music composed from 1939 to 1945 and 

Music of Remembrance 
world-premiere 
performance of composer 
Jake Heggie and librettist 
Gene Scheer’s “Another 
Sunrise,” May 2012.
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A chorus sings “Mogen 
Owaus” by Zigmund 

Schul at Emory 
University’s Schwartz 

Center for the Performing 
Arts’ Creativity in 

Captivity® concert.
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maintains the collection at his home because he 
cannot afford to house it elsewhere. Meanwhile, 
many of his manuscripts are physically deteriorat-
ing because he cannot store them properly.

In the concentration camps, where writing was 
forbidden, those prisoners whose creative drive 
could not be quelled used whatever resources 
they had to create their music and art. Lotoro has 
discovered music written on toilet paper—mate-
rial so fragile, the pieces were in danger of being 
lost soon after they were discovered. 

Lotoro—who converted to Judaism after 
discovering he had Jewish ancestors forced to 
convert to Catholicism rather than face expulsion 
from Italy—is motivated to continue his search 
for this music despite his financial difficulties. His 
struggles, he says, are incomparable to the suffering 
of these composers who deserve to be remembered. 

“He has given [these composers] their voices 
back,” says Dahlan Foah, co-producer and music 
director of Creativity in Captivity®, an organiza-
tion devoted to the dissemination of art that has 
been created in captive environments. Foah is 
also the international representative of Thesaurus 
Musicae Concentrazionarae, a reference source 
for Lotoro’s collection. 

Lotoro, and many others, have found inspi-
ration in the ability of those in the camps and 
ghettos to create in the face of such harsh condi-
tions. Honora Foah, co-producer and director 
of Creativity in Captivity® and wife of Dahlan, 
refers to them as “teachers.” 

“These people were living,” she says about 
those imprisoned by the Nazis who were still 
capable of and committed to preserving some-
thing of their humanity by refusing to relinquish 
their artistic selves. Honora expresses amazement 

in the variety of music composed by those in the 
camps. There were, as one might expect, melan-
choly pieces and works that described the horrors 
of their situations, but there were also works that 
included sarcasm, humor and whimsy. “It was 
really every mood of human possibility,” says 
Honora. “It’s a testament that they were alive.”

A good portion of the music composed and 
performed, however, was not always done purely 
as a means of personal expression. “The music-
making in most of the camps was compulsory,” 
says Bret Werb, music collection curator at the 
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in 
Washington, D.C. “For many of them, it became 
a way of preserving their lives.” Musical perfor-
mances were, oftentimes, done at the behest of 
the Nazis, whether it was meant to accompany 
marching, mask the sound of execution or enter-
tain the commanders. Works of art—paintings, 
drawings, watercolors—were created frequently 
to adorn the commanders’ quarters.

At Theresienstadt, a Nazi transit camp where many 
Jewish musicians were interned during the Holocaust 
(often, before they were transported to death camps), 
musical performances were permissible. The Nazis 
used Theresienstadt as a “model ghetto” to shroud 
the true depravity at the other concentration camps 
and ghettos. For instance, when the Red Cross sought 
to inspect one of the internment camps, the Nazis 
sent the Red Cross representatives to Theresien-
stadt, where they compelled the Jewish musicians to 
perform a children’s opera called “Brundibar,” which 
was composed, under threat of reprisal, by the Jewish 
composer Hans Krasa.

The performance in front of the Red Cross 
has become famous, and, recently, “Brundibar” 
has been performed by orchestras all over the 
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world. Michael Haas, the author of a recent 
book called “Forbidden Music: The Jewish 
Composers Banned by the Nazis,” believes that 
there is an overemphasis on music composed in 
the concentration camps, particularly Theresien-
stadt, to the exclusion of the composers’ work 
prior to being interned. “Brundibar,” Haas says, 
“has now become [Krasa’s] most important work 
[even though] it’s not representative of Hans 
Krasa the composer.” 

Haas’ book explores the impact of the Nazi deci-
sion to ban music by Jewish composers. During 
the 1990s, Haas recorded music for Decca Records 
of Jewish composers who were either banned, 
exiled or murdered by the Nazis, focusing, primar-
ily, on the prewar years and consciously avoiding 
music that was composed in Theresienstadt. In 
order to understand the real contribution of these 
composers, it is important to examine the totality 
of their work, particularly what they composed 
prior to the Holocaust, he says.

“Jewish contribution to European culture can-
not be reduced to the ashes of the Holocaust,” 
Haas says. “We all know about Hitler; we all 
know about all the people he killed. But, we 
don’t know about what these people did before 
he killed them.” Haas fears that these artists are 
being defined by their gruesome deaths rather 
than their achievements during their lives.

Without the proper perspective, examining 
only music created during the Holocaust could 
serve to obscure more than educate. Dahlan Foah 
says the music composed in the Nazi internment 
camps defies categorization. “The populations of 
the camps were as diverse as the populations of 
Europe,” Foah says. “It’s not Holocaust music; it’s 
music of the world.”

Because of the variety of the music, it’s difficult 
to study the music as a whole and draw grand, 
overarching conclusions. Haas says much of the 
music collected is done so irrespective of the qual-
ity of the work. He says much of the music com-
posed in the camps cannot serve to teach us about 
life under the Nazis because the music was meant 
to divert rather than capture their 
surroundings.

The music and the art—cre-
ated not at the behest of the Nazis 
but by the personal ambition of 
the captive artist—can, however, 
depict truth about the Holocaust 
on a small scale, life in the ghettos 
and camps, and those individuals 
who carried on despite their bru-
tal conditions. Not only do the 
physical records of these works 
and artifacts demonstrate that the 
Holocaust victims were still bent 
on creativity despite their circumstances, but they 
also can offer small windows into personal reali-
ties. “Looking at art is looking through the eye 
of the victim at reality,” Shendar says. Whereas 
all the photos of the Holocaust are in black and 
white, the art is, oftentimes, in color. Since reality 
was in color, Shendar posits that looking at Holo-
caust art is necessary for peeking into the reality 
of life in the concentration camps.

“It’s another form of documentation,” Werb 
says about the musical pieces composed during 
the Holocaust. “By some of these surviving songs, 
we do have documentation of micro-events that 
are otherwise unknown…It puts a little bit of a 
human reality to what otherwise would be just a 
name on a ledger.”

Portrait of Krystyna 
Zywulska, whose poetry 
written in the Auschwitz 
concentration camp 
was used in the Music 
of Remembrance 
original work “Farewell 
Auschwitz.” 
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The prisoners’ orchestra 
in Buchenwald 

concentration camp.
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The discovery of these lost musical pieces 
can have historical significance, but many are 
using the performance of them as a means of 
affecting change and fostering new perspec-
tives of the Holocaust. MOR’s commissioned 
pieces delve into less-explored themes of the 
Holocaust. Works by composer Jake Heggie 
and librettist Gene Scheer have focused on the 
persecution of gays (“For a Look or a Touch”) 
and the maddening moral choices that plagued 
those trying to survive the concentration camps 
(“Another Sunrise”).

“The lyrics are intense, moving portrayals of 
life in the camp and, at the same time, songs of 
resistance,” writes Philippa Kiraly in her review 
of “Farewell Auschwitz,” another MOR-com-

missioned piece by Heggie and Scheer, in The 
SunBreak, a Seattle newspaper. “[The] music 
is equally brilliant, evocative of the era…and at 
times shocking in its impact.” The lyrics of “Fare-
well Auschwitz” were adapted from the poetry of 
Krystyna Zywulska, an Auschwitz inmate whose 
poetry was spread by word of mouth, inspiring 
others interned in the camp.  

“We are trying to illuminate and tell stories 
based on true stories that the world needs to 
hear and to hear in a way that they can con-
nect,” Miller says. “It’s a way of bridging 
gaps.” More than 70 years since the onset of 
the Holocaust, survivors are dying out and 
new generations see the Holocaust as a distant 
historical event. The music can be a way to 

connect those without deep-rooted, personal 
associations with the Holocaust.

Ira Forman, the State Department special 
envoy to monitor and combat anti-Semitism, 
hosted a program in Washington, D.C., in 
June entitled “The Lost Music of the Holo-
caust.” He believes the music is a powerful way 
of connecting people of all backgrounds to the 
experiences of those in the camps. The program 
featured a performance by American Nicholas 
Biniaz-Harris, a 17-year-old pianist, of a piece 
composed by Leon Kaczmarek in the Dachau 
concentration camp. Forman believes learning 
about the music of the Holocaust, and hearing 
it performed, “touches the human spirit,” a 
crucial component in educating people about 
the Holocaust and combating anti-Semitism. 
Prior to the program, he had just returned 
from a trip to Auschwitz with Islamic scholars. 
“When you touch the human spirit, you make 
this tragedy, these losses more powerful,” For-
man says. “We create art not knowing exactly 
how it’s going to change the human condition, 
but, all of us who believe in art…believe it has 
powerful, positive forces on its own.”  

Despite the abundance of works recently  
discovered, not every concentration camp inmate 
was an artist, and not every artist in a camp was 
capable of creating art. Haas cautions against 
developing an over-sentimentalized, romanticized 
view of the music. 

“The music may have reminded people that 
there was something beyond the filth and dirt they 
were confronting every day. But, there was nothing 
ennobling innately in the music being produced 
there,” Haas says. “It was meant to divert.” 

There is a fear that an overemphasis on the art 
produced in the camps could serve to obscure 
the true horror of the Nazis persecution, thereby 
granting Hitler a “posthumous victory,” as Haas 
writes in his book—the legacy of the cover-up at 
Theresienstadt could, in the end, prove to be a 
Nazi victory if the emphasis on the music over-
shadows the true nature of the Nazi brutality.

Forman says the music composed was 
“beauty being created…not out of evil, but in 
the context of evil.” 

“We’re just trying to flesh out the picture and 
say we’re focusing on these creative people,” says 


